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Details of Visit:

Author: clit licker
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 14 Apr 2011 12.00am
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: I K Services
Website: http://www.ikservices.co.uk
Phone: 07921658880

The Premises:

Arrived at the apartment spotless great area 

The Lady:

This young lady is perfect my mouth must have been wide open when Gaby opened the door shes
a stunner blonde with a perfect figure and looks to die for

The Story:

asked in then given the biggest kiss with tongues and a nice cuddle and asked if i would like a drink
i was that taken back with Gaby i asked for water on to the couch for a chat but Gaby had other
ideas her hands were now undoing my shirt with her kissing me and her then knee pushing into my
now not so limp cock ,it was time for the shower Gaby whispered don't be long promise so off i shot
and had the shower and wash and mouth wash then into the bedroom where Gaby was waiting in a
nice stockings and suspenders and matching bra Gaby discarded my towel and lowered herself
down kissing my torso on the way down to my now erect cock and Gaby started to give me a
amazing bj we fell onto the bed and i moved Gaby with no trouble into 69 where i tasted the most
perfect honey pot you could wish for Gaby brought me to climax in no time and swallowed all my
juices with perfection and after came back to cuddle and kiss me and in no time at all Gaby was
down at my semi hard dick again giving excellent head and before i knew it Gaby had placed a
condom on with her mouth and proceeded to mount me cow girl wow those breasts needed my
attention so my hands then sucking those superb nipples i asked Gaby to turn over for missionary
position so i could enter the beautiful Gaby for above this did not last long with Gaby talking dirty in
a great way to me i exploded again to another top climax i was shattered and Gaby cuddled kissed
and whispered nice things to make me feel great
I should not really tell every one about the gorgeous Gaby but word would get out any way I'm
booking again that's for sure all i can say if you want a gfe experience then the beautiful Gaby is for
you treat her well shes a very special girl
Thanks for my time Gaby Fingers XX
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